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Find out the best betting strategies, the safest crypto betting companies and become a winning player!
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Latest articles

	






US Presidential Election Betting Odds And Prediction 2024


Despite defying expectations, Donald Trump has surged into the spotlight in the U.S. presidential race, currently leading in betting odds.  Following the second Republi.. 





 
	






CS2 Predictions: PGL Major Copenhagen 2024 Favorites and Odds


The 2024 Counter-Strike 2 season is in full swing, with the first Major in Copenhagen less than a week away. CS2 predictions ignite discussions, highlighting the Majors.. 
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CS2 Betting Guide 2024 – Season Overview and Predictions


Counter-Strike 2 officially launched on 27 September, replacing Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, which has been around for years. Starting from the winter of 2023, pro.. 
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Betting on Oscars 2024 – Predictions And Review


The Oscars event is also known as the Academy Awards. It’s a massive award ceremony for technical and artistic merit in the entertainment and film industry. Shortened a.. 
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The Best Crypto Betting Companies in the World

Want to bet seriously? You must open accounts in all these companies.









Who we are?


	







Our project is about sports betting and crypto guides. We pay especially close attention to the first time betting guides, as well as the reviews, the comparisons and the analysis of the betting companies.






 
	







The project began in 2019 among the poker and betting professionals when they realised that the amount of incorrect information about sports betting and the betting companies was so big.






 
	







The main project’s objective is to introduce the reader to betting from a professional’s perspective. To remove the myths about the easy winnings and big amounts of money. To explain the visitors the betting jargon and the main strategies.






 







 







Zigmas Pekarskas


Co-Founder & CEO















Zigmas, the Co-Founder & CEO of SmartBettingGuide project, is known for his deep knowledge of poker, sports betting and casino games. He has been in the gaming world for a long time and brings a lot of experience to the table.
Zigmas also is an iGaming content creator with more than 15 years of experience in the field. With over eight years of dedicated experience in professional poker play, poker education, and content creation, he has established himself as a respected figure within the poker and gambling community.
As the founder and head coach of one of the poker schools, he led a team of nine coaches to create a poker training platform that has over 700 instructional videos and has reached an audience of 5000+ subscribed users. 

	
15+ years experience in the iGaming industry
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Expert in crypto casinos and sports betting content 


	

Owner of iGaming projects 


	

Keen interest in blockchain technology 


	

Former professional poker player 










 







Dalius Mikalauskas


Sports Betting Expert












Dalius became interested in sports betting at the age of 16, although he could not place bets at that time (bets accepted from the age of 18). However, it was not forbidden to sell betting picks, which is what the author did actively on sports betting forums. Today, he has more than 18 years of experience in sports betting.
In school, the author played basketball for 10 years, so he has a good understanding of basketball betting, but over a long period of time, he has also gained experience in football, tennis, handball and volleyball betting.
For the last 5 years the author has been interested in crypto betting and the crypto world itself. Therefore, he can not only provide excellent sports betting tips, but also introduce you to cryptocurrencies. 

	
20+ years of sports betting experience
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Independent gambling content creator 


	

Expert in basketball, football, tennis and volleyball betting markets 


	

Former professional poker player 










 







Yana Levkovich


Crypto Analyst












Yana is an expert with a deep understanding of cryptocurrency more than 7+ years. Covering everything from traditional technology to blockchain tech and decentralized finance (DeFi). Her expertise extends to tasks like white paper creation and tokenomics consultancy.
She advises companies seeking success in the cryptocurrency industry, so she is always aware of the newest trends. Thus, she passionately shares her knowledge through insightful articles, blog posts, and engaging newsletters. With a deep crypto knowledge, Yana offers a unique content of technical understanding, market insights, and a futuristic outlook.
As a crypto leader in our SmarBettingGuide team, Yana is committed to demystifying the concepts of cryptocurrencies for a broader audience. She is known for her ability to break down complex ideas into understandable terms, making the world of crypto accessible to enthusiasts and professionals alike. 

	
7+ years crypto content expert
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COO at Blockchain company in Dubai 


	

Big passion for NFT, DeFi, Web3 


	

Work experience in Atlas VPN, Blockchain centre 


	

Founder of YIPPIE social media platform for affiliates 










 







Aleksandras Rusinovas


Sports Betting & eSports Expert












Aleksas was a professional poker player who played in many European Poker Tour tournaments throughout his 15-year career. He has achieved great success in online poker, as well as reaching the final table and cashing 20 times at the prestigious World Series Of Poker event.
Aleksas has always been interested in sports betting. He has a strong interest in football, basketball and table tennis betting. Aleksas played table tennis professionally and became national champion and played for professional German table tennis clubs.
Recently, in addition to sports betting, he has a strong interest in and writes a lot of content on eSports betting, which is rapidly gaining popularity worldwide. Aleksas combines a deep love for the eSports with a keen analytical mind, delivering insights that resonate with both seasoned bettors and newcomers alike. He is constantly learning and gladly sharing his knowledge with others. 

	
Expert in football, basketball, table tennis
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Deep love with eSports betting 


	

15+ years in gambling world 


	

Cashed 20 times in World Series of Poker 


	

National champion of table tennis 










 







Milena Petrovska


iGaming Expert












As an experienced English content writer with a demonstrated history in the iGaming industry, she has nearly 10 years of expertise, contributing to various projects. Her expertise is well-researched casino reviews, cryptocurrency updates, and articles on casinos.
With nearly a decade in the iGaming industry, her knowledge encompasses the latest trends and technological advancements, ensuring an up-to-date text. Following trends, she has become a leading voice in the iGaming sector, offering valuable insights and engaging content.
Milena's articles and contributions are well-respected for their clarity and depth, reflecting their commitment to educating and informing others about the world of iGaming. 

	
Leading voice in iGaming industry
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10+ years knowledge in casino & sports betting 


	

Professional gambling writer 


	

Published eBook about iGaming 










 







Alanas Ivšinas


Bookmakers Reviews Expert












Alanas made hundreds of online casinos, betting sites, and poker room reviews. On his record excellent work with more than 1000 different iGaming brands. Making deals with them, reviewing them, and solving problems, so Alanas know how to separate the wheat from the chaff and what are the best iGaming brands in the world.
Since the 2018 crypto boom, Alanas has worked very closely with crypto-related iGaming brands. Checking, reviewing, and consulting hundreds of crypto casinos and crypto betting sites. 

	
7+ years in iGaming industry
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Work experience with Pokernews.com, Casinosmash.com and Bookiesmash.com 


	

100+ made casino and betting sites reviews 


	

Since the 2018 crypto boom, strong focus on crypto iGaming brands 










 







Dare Shonubi


Writer & Data Analyst












Certified Cryptocurrency expert and Blockchain content writer with 7+ years of experience across fields like crypto journalism, tech, defi, NFTs,  AI and ML, as well as technical analysis.
Dare worked with news media like Coinpedia, and Coingape. He possesses a decent knowledge of SEO, and is familiar with content tools like WordPress.
Dare has a professional certificate in Data analytics. He prides himself in including a data-driven decision-making approach into his copywriting skills for optimal results. This essentially makes research a key part of his skills and experience. 

	
7+ years of content writer
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2+ years of data analytics 


	

Former content manager at PayBolt (Chain-agnostic Crypto payment gateway) 


	

Passionate about emerging trends like Metaverse, and Gamify. 










 







Noah Elijah


Crypto and Web3 Content Writer












Noah is more than a crypto enthusiast. He is a dedicated crypto and Web3 content writer with over 7 years of experience in the industry. He has a deep understanding of the intricacies of cryptocurrency, Web3, NFTs, and blockchain technology.
He has a proven track record of producing high-quality content that is informative and engaging in the form of blogs, articles, and newsletters. Driven by a passion for all things crypto, Noah is always attuned to the latest trends and developments in the industry and can provide his readers with a unique perspective on the ever-evolving world of digital assets. 

	
7+ years of crypto content writing
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Work experience with Swissborg and Coinmonks 


	

Strong passion for crypto, Web3, NFT, and blockchain tech 










 







Jinia Shawdagor


Crypto Content Writer












Jinia Shawdagor is a seasoned writer and editor with a decade of expertise in the fintech domain. Her extensive experience is showcased through her significant contributions to leading publications like Cointelegraph, CoinMarketCap, and many more, making her a respected voice in the industry. Jinia's in-depth understanding of financial technology is reflected in her diverse portfolio, which is accessible through various esteemed platforms.
Her commitment to the crypto space goes beyond mere reporting; she embodies a genuine passion for the field, evidenced by her relentless pursuit of knowledge and staying abreast of the latest industry trends. Jinia's proficiency isn't limited to writing and editing; she excels in SEO and digital marketing.
With Jinia on board, content is not just informative but also compelling, reflecting her dedication to excellence and her continuous drive to contribute meaningfully to the industry. 

	
Over 7 years in crypto content writing
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Passionate about Web3, DeFi, RWA, DePIN, NFT 


	

3+ years of work experience in tech companies 
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About Us

SmartBettingGuide.com website is about sports betting. We pay especially close attention to the first time betting guides, as well as the reviews, the comparisons and the analysis of the betting companies. The project began in 2019 among the poker and betting professionals when they realised that the amount of incorrect information about sports betting and the betting companies was so big.






 

















 










100 € Esports bonus


Your luck is on vacation


3 BTC bonus


1500 € bonus


100 € bonus


Up to 19 000€ bonus
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SPIN THE WHEEL AND WIN BONUS!

Enter your details to see what you have won.





Spin the wheel


A voucher to claim your prize will be sent to your email address.




WOW, YOU DID IT!!!

Congratulations, you have won!! We have sent instructions on how to claim your prize to your email address. Thank you for participating!
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